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THE REKALIBRATOR MK5 

It may not be obvious to the onlooker that the Rekalibrator MK5 has 7 

sections to help in your Recalibration  

Firstly if you have encountered the Rekalibrator before this finger version 

has the addition of another spiral this we call the cloakroom it has two 

purposes  

1) Its gives the user a chance to practice with their finger or pencil type 

object to follow the groove  

2) like a cloakroom It’s a place to leave things before entering the labyrinth 

so we would ask you to think about the things you have on your mind 

while tracing this spiral i.e. if you have a too do list go through it and clear 

it from your mind here , anybody or anything upset you leave  your 

grudges here .  

This section can be done repeatedly until you feel at peace as its best not 

to take unnecessary baggage into the labyrinth  

The Rekalibrator itself is based around the three ethics of permaculture 

these ethics are the foundation of every permaculture project anywhere in 

our world. 

Earth Care, People Care, Fair Shares  

So as you trace into the first spiral you should be asking yourself what 

actually do you do to care for the earth or/and what could you do?  

Once you get to the center and start the outward spiral you should be 

thinking about what does the earth do to care for you or how does it?   
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This then takes you to the second spiral as your finger or implement starts 

the clockwise rotation you would be asking yourself which people do you 

care for/about the ones you can name or picture in your head  

Then as you start the outwards anticlockwise journey think of the people 

that care about you. 

This then takes you into Fair shares here you should be thinking about 

what have you got too much off that you could share out that would make 

your life easier or someone’s else’s life better, It’s not necessary material 

things it could be responsibility, knowledge , jokes, talents , skills keeping 

these things to yourself isn't good for you . 

And again on the outward journey what gets shared with you. 

These lists maybe long so the slower you do this exercise the more time 

you have to reflect and appreciate things and as with the walking 

Rekalibrator what you put in is what you will get out. 

 All honest feedback is appreciated please tell us and others what your 

experience was @...... info@The-Rekalibrator.org  

IT’S EXACTLY THE SAME BUT DIFFERENT  

What do we mean by this? 

An explanation of this would be if you went to see a musical performance 

that was also broadcast i could listen to it through headphones from my 

phone your experience would be different from mine yet the music would 

be the same. 

Everyone experiences something different from Rekalibration and we 

hope THE REKALIBRATOR MK5 will add to this for a whole lot more people. 

What came first the oak tree or the acorn? 

If you want to try the full size walking version check the website for future 

events or help us organise one.   


